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This new Beginner Book about manic skiing squirrelsâ€”by J. Hamilton Ray with illustrations by

Pascal Lemaitreâ€”has the feeling of an old classic read-aloud. "Nobody knew how the mania grew.

First there was one, and then there were two. Three more came gliding from under the trees. LOOK!

On the hill. Those are squirrels on skis! Below lay the town, snow-covered and still. Not a sound

could be heard. All was silent, until . . .Â SwwwishhhhÂ swooped the skiers, all dressed for play.

Eighty-five squirrels and more on the way!" As you can imagine, the townsfolk are NOT amused.

Can intrepid reporter Sally Sue Breeze find out where the squirrels are getting their skis-and make

them stop skiing long enough to eat lunch-before pest-control guy Stanley Powers sucks them up in

his vacuum device? (Don't worryâ€”Sally triumphs in a most unexpected way.) With delightfully

understated, funny illustrations by Pascal Lemaitre, this is the perfect book for beginning readers to

curl up and chill out with on a snow dayâ€”or any day!Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner

Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrationsÂ that give

clues to their meaning.
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My grandson loved the book and picked it up very quickly. With a little help he was able to read it

and found it enjoyable. He loved being able to handle most of the words himself. A good choice for

his age- six years old.

Never seen a squirrel on skis? Well, in this book you are going to see LOTS!"First there was one,

and then there were two. Three more came gliding from under the trees." The unsuspecting town

lay covered in snow and still. Not for long. Eighty five squirrels were now on their way! What a

surprise for the townsfolk as they awoke! Squirrels on skis were everywhere with one even skiing

down the church steeple! Now it must be said that they also got into some mischief, knocking over a

garbage can and a snowman. What were the people to do about this pesty invasion? Someone

suggested Mr. Powers, the pest control man but does Sally Powers have a better idea?This is

definitely a book that could be described as silly BUT it is a fun read and the illustrations are cute.

It's quite long so definitely value for money and has a nice ending.

My 3 year old just started skiing so I ordered this for Christmas. She loves it, I love it! Such a fun

rhyming book! Would highly recommend it to anyone.

I thought this book was funny and very very exciting. Squirrels on Skis going sliding down the

mountain and through people's legs are funny.

Great book, great illustrations. We first got it as a library book, but read it so many times we decided

to buy it. Well worth the cost.

There are not many kids books about skiing, and this one is nicely silly.A very cute ending, I hope

others enjoy also.

A rockin' and fun romp! Squirrels run amuck all over town. Fast paced good time for kids, adults and

squirrels alike.

Have ordered this more than once, a good read with your kids or grandkids, well written and

provides lots of laughs!
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